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Press Release 

speedikon FM AG welcomes delegation group from India in 

Bensheim, Germany 
Leading manufacturer of CAFM (Computer Aided Facility Management) solutions weclomes 

manager delegation group from India at the company headquarters in Bensheim, Germany. 

The visit is intended to strengthen international business relations, foster innovation and 

promote global knowledge transfer. 

 

 
 

Bensheim, Germany, October 17, 2023 – The leading German manufacturer of CAFM 

solutions (Computer Aided Facility Management) speedikon FM AG welcomed a manager 

delegation group from India at the company headquarters in Bensheim, Germany in October. 

More than 20 participants were given a comprehensive insight into the innovative solutions 

of the speedikon group of companies. 

 

The discussions that took place during the visit covered topics such as asset circularity, 

software solutions for more sustainability in companies, digital twins in industrial 

environments and effective building, energy and data center management. In this context, 

the participants exchanged views on the role of artificial intelligence and its potential impact 

on various industries. The delegation group was impressed by the solutions presented and 

confirmed the expertise of the second-generation family business in these areas. 
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speedikon FM AG would like to thank the delegation group from India and AHP International 

GmbH & Co. KG, which organized the meeting and thus contributed to strengthening 

international business relations. 

 

“Transferring knowledge across industries as well as cooperating with international 

companies is of particular importance for the success of our company,” emphasized Adrian 

Merkel, CEO of speedikon FM AG. The visit of the Indian delegation group reaffirmed the 

relevance and competitiveness of the company group's solutions on a global level. speedikon 

FM AG is happy with the positive impressions the Indian visitors had and remains hopeful 

about sustaining productive collaboration and fostering the growth of global connections. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABOUT SPEEDIKON FM AG 

speedikon FM AG is an innovative German software house specializing in the digitalization of 

technical/commercial processes in buildings, data centers and industrial plants. To this end, since 1997 it has 

been offering not only products, solutions and technologies, but also all services that enable customers to make 

their asset-related business processes smarter. The team of speedikon FM AG have extensive experience in 

dealing with large volumes of data, complex databases and integration into existing software and hardware 

solutions. www.speedikonfm.com  
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